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Special Thanks 
Dr. James Kirk and Michael Camden Tracy. 

 
Also, to Josh Simmons and Leland Lyerla for 

letting me, hopefully, improve the system that 
they had. 



The Instructional Technology & Campus Media 
(ITCM) Department 

• Coordinates events 
• Provides classroom assistance 
• Check items in/out. 

 
ITCM has used a whiteboard to inventory its 

items. 

Project Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about what my project does to account for the whiteboard situation.



My project was to build a website allows for 
student workers to check in/out items for 
organizations and professors. 
 

Professors and organizations can now reserve 
equipment online through the website. 
 

The website will soon go live. 

Project Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about what my project does to account for the whiteboard situation.



Outline 
• Web application software used 

o Why ColdFusion? 

• Database software used 
o Microsoft Access 
o Microsoft SQL 
o MySQL 

• Relationship with client 
o Requirements 

• Mobile 
• Demonstration of local website 

 
   



Spreadsheet (PAC) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is also spreadsheets for the other buildings and campuses.The spreadsheet inconsistent.Not everything has a barcode.



Web Application 
Static vs. dynamic. 

 
ColdFusion was used for this project. 

 
The university already owns Adobe ColdFusion 

Server. 
 

Since the project will eventually be hosted on 
the server, it was a natural choice. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HTML is static.  Web applications, like ColdFusion, are dynamic.  They can produce different content based on the way the page is called (URL variables).  Ex. Search.



What is ColdFusion? 
CFML - ColdFusion Markup Language. 

 
ColdFusion is a rapid web application 

development platform. 
 

It was created by Jeremy and JJ Allaire at 
Adobe Systems in 1995. 
 

Compares to ASP and PHP. 
http://bit.ly/186XEk3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASP and PHP are other popular web application tools.



Union only had to pay an initial amount for the 
ColdFusion Server Edition. 
 

Features: 
• Simplified database access 
• Conversion from HTML to PDF and 

FlashPaper 
• Task Scheduling 

Why ColdFusion? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Allows for quick conversion to other Adobe products.  PDFs are universal.Bills, etc.



ColdFusion 
Who uses it? 
• Bank of America 
• AT&T Wireless 
• Sprint 
• Pepsi 
• US Bank 
• Hasbro 

 
ColdFusion is currently in use at 75 of the Fortune 100 

companies. 
 

      
http://bit.ly/17p8Wlg 



Choosing database 
software 
Microsoft Access was initially used. 

 
Access provided a straightforward developing 

environment. 
 

In the coming weeks, the database will be 
converted to Microsoft SQL, so that it can be 
hosted on Union's web server. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microsoft SQL Server is used on Union's web server.



Choosing database 
software 
For presenting my project today, I used a 

program that converts Microsoft Access to 
MySQL. 
 

The program produces a MySQL dump file. 
 

Then, I used XAMMP to host the SQL. 
 

Finally, I was able to link the database with 
ColdFusion  

http://bit.ly/1638zi4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ColdFusion can connect to Microsoft Access directly, using Windows.  Since I am using my Mac, I had to do some conversion.I have used XAMMP before in my Database Management Class.



Database Relationships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hardest SQL query, or really series of queries, was the checkout table.Because you can checkout items that haven't been checked out yet.  When linking the tables it will only give you the items that have been checked out.  To account for this, I had to use a ColdFusion conditional statement that checked the record count.



iPhone App 
ZBar iPhone Barcode Scanner 

 
Open-Source Project 

 
You can add new links to the list of links 

provided (which will contain URL variables). 
 

For ITCM, the app allows students and full-time 
staff to view item information using the 
barcode  

http://bit.ly/bqexJG 



iPhone App 
Form variable use. 

 
http://10.0.1.9:8500/ows/ITCM/admin/forms/sea

rch.cfm?form.search={data} 

http://bit.ly/bqexJG 



iPhone App 



iPhone App 



iPhone App 



iPhone App 



Relationship with client 
ITCM requested a barcode driven system that 

allowed for requests, checkouts, and check 
ins. 
 

The database is scalable, and will be able to 
hold information on all items across the three 
campuses. 
 

Since the website will be hosted on Union's 
server, they will be able to update the items 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was interesting to actually get real world experience from my project.In class, we are given specific criteria to satisfy.In the real world, requirements are given, but the way that they are implemented can vary greatly.Classroom assignments are also pretty straightforward.  This is because the teachers know what they want.  Companies don't always know what they want.  You have to figure out what software/language will best suit their needs.Practical project.



Demonstration 
Show website locally. 



Questions? 



ColdFusion vs. PHP 

http://bit.ly/13rEHI1 

Variable declaration 



ColdFusion vs. PHP 

http://bit.ly/13rEHI1 

URL variables 



ColdFusion vs. PHP 

http://bit.ly/13rEHI1 

ColdFusion Queries 



ColdFusion vs. PHP 

http://bit.ly/13rEHI1 

PHP Queries 



ColdFusion vs. PHP 

http://bit.ly/13rEHI1 

ColdFusion query output 



ColdFusion vs. PHP 

http://bit.ly/13rEHI1 

PHP query output 



Local Website 



Local Website 



Local Website 



Local Website 



Local Website 



Local Website 



The End 
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